1) Health, Safety & Environment
   No reportable incidents.

2) McMurdo Operations
   • Personnel on Site:
     Dar Gibson, Graham Roberts, Chad Carpenter, Daren Blythe, Justin Burnett, Jeff Lemery, Dennis Duling, Robin Bolsey
   • Summary:
     - General: Extra sleep kits/field gear picked up from BFC. Inventory of roving drill parts/supplies begun; meeting to discuss remaining build requirements, what can be done in Lincoln in order to have drill ready to go early next season. DOCTOR (Downhole Optical Caliper Tool for Observing Roundness) checked out for operability; minor wiring change to light; video camera recording and playback tested OK.

3) Upcoming Events/Tasking:
   • Wrap up work on roving drill and pack tools for insertion into cargo system for transport to SLW; plan for deep field drill operations.

4) General Issues:
   • More material slated for the traverse to SLW found in cargo yard in McMurdo; this consists of some spare electrical cable and connectors. Plans being formulated to get this onto the C-130 put-in flight around 12 Jan.

5) Weather Conditions
   • Temperatures ranged between 25 and 35°F during the day. Sunny w/ light winds.

6) Vehicles/Generators
   • Vehicles in use: None.
Generators in use: All gens packed for traverse.

7) ASC Interfacing
   - Nothing to report.

8) Cargo
   No cargo delivered today.

Compiled by Daren Blythe for the WISSARD drill team